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Introduction

The University of Cape Coast is committed to an equal opportunities policy as outlined in its Mission Statement. This means that all individuals working and studying at the University are treated fairly and impartially, regardless of sex, age, ethnicity, physical/mental abilities, sexual orientation, religion or creed.

It is within this context that the University of Cape Coast considers the occurrence of sexual harassment to be an issue for particular attention. The University of Cape Coast recognizes that sexual harassment undermines the integrity of the society and the workplace because it focuses on the recipient’s sexuality instead of on his or her talents, intellect and abilities.

The University of Cape Coast will not tolerate sexual harassment and will take steps to ensure that it does not occur. If it does occur, the sufferers should be free to seek redress without fear of reprisal.

This document governs the University’s response in the event of a complaint of sexual harassment. The Sexual Harassment Policy presented here applies to all members of the University; staff, students and university guests.
Chapter One

1.0 Definitions

1.1. Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment typically occurs within a situation of unequal power between parties and therefore any policy must consider the power inequities within which any form of harassment is alleged to have occurred.

Sexual harassment has been defined as:

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favours and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, whether on a one-time basis or a series of incidents that might cause offence, humiliation, awkwardness or embarrassment, or that might reasonably be conceived as placing a condition of a sexual nature on employment, opportunity for promotion, grades, etc. (AWLA 2003:10).

Sexual Harassment can be considered as a continuum from unwanted sexual advances to rape. Any non-consensual sexual conduct is an offence under the University of Cape Coast’s sexual harassment policy. Sexual harassment includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a) Verbal, physical, written, digital or pictorial communication relating to gender or sex which has the purpose or effect of unreasonable interference with an individual’s academic or work performance which creates a hostile, offensive, or intimidating atmosphere for the recipients.

b) Unwelcome and irrelevant comments, references, gestures or other forms of personal attention which are inappropriate to the academic, employment or residential setting, for example, the classroom, hostel or office, and which may reasonably be perceived as sexual overtures or denigration.

c) A request for sexual favours when submission to, or rejection of, such a request might reasonably be viewed as a basis for evaluative decisions affecting an individual’s future.

d) Sexual imposition, that is, non-consensual touching or any other behaviour that may be considered as sexual which is not consensual.

e) Abuses of power relations such that individuals receive unfair treatment based on gender or sexuality.

f) Threat or coercion of sexual relations; sexual contact which is not freely agreed to by both parties.

g) Rape

It should be understood that many of the above terms are subject to interpretation. While overt forms of sexual harassment shall usually be obvious, more subtle forms may be difficult to recognize. Perpetrators may not realize that their behaviour is “unwelcome” or inappropriate. Conduct which leads to the harassment of another person is not acceptable and shall render the individual responsible liable to disciplinary action.

1.2. Consent

Consent is the act of agreeing to engage in specific sexual conduct. In order for consent to be valid, both parties must have unimpaired judgment and a shared understanding of the nature of the act to which they are consenting. Silence does not necessarily mean consent. If at any time consent is withdrawn, the conduct must stop immediately. Sexual relations between individuals in a context involving a power differential, and which provide avenues for the receipt of benefits, cannot be considered to be consensual.
1.2.1 Consensual Intimate Relationships not condoned by the University

The University does not condone intimate sexual relations between senior members and students or senior members and staff or any other category of persons, where one party is in a supervisory position over the other.

1.2.2 Retaliation

a) The University of Cape Coast prohibits retaliation against individuals who may have filed a complaint to the Sexual Harassment Committee, have provided statements, assisted, or participated in an investigation under the Policy.

b) Retaliation refers to any act of retribution taken against a person who has lodged a complaint with the Sexual Harassment Committee in connection with conduct prohibited under the Sexual Harassment Policy, to which he or she has been subjected.

c) Retaliation could be in the form of academic or employment decisions that are made as a result of an individual’s complaint about conduct prohibited under the Policy or participation in enforcement of the Policy. It can also be in the form of verbal, physical or written acts, which are intimidating, threatening, coercive or discriminatory.

1.2.3 Hostile Environment

A hostile environment may be created when workers, students or lecturers, are regularly subjected to aspects of the above-mentioned attitudes or behaviours, which combine to create an overall unfriendly, negative working situation. Such an environment is not conducive to a productive, healthy, supportive work setting.

A hostile environment is determined by looking at all of the circumstances, including, but not limited to, whether:

a) The alleged harassing conduct is frequent

b) The alleged harassing conduct is more or less severe

c) Such conduct interferes with an employee’s work performance, a students’ or lecturers’ academic performance or the full enjoyment of University programmes or services.

d) Such conduct has the effect of emphasizing one’s gender or sexuality in a manner offensive to a reasonable person

e) Such conduct has the effect of creating an intimidating or offensive environment

in the workplace or inside or outside the classroom.

f) Such conduct, after having been brought to the attention of the alleged perpetrator by the alleged victim as being unwelcome and offensive, has yielded no change.

1.3 Offense

The University of Cape Coast takes, with the utmost seriousness, all of the above named offenses, or any discussed in this document. Due to the uniqueness and complexity of each sexual offense case, the Sanctions
for all but the last two offenses shall be determined by the committee, in consultation with all of the interested parties. The results of these deliberations and recommendations shall be made known to all interested parties and shall be finally referred, in a written report, to the Vice-Chancellor of the University. The Vice-Chancellor shall be the court of last resort for these cases and her/his judgment shall be final. The last two categories, in most cases, shall be referred to the appropriate adjudicating body.

Any non-consensual sexual conduct is an offence. Examples of offences include, but are not limited to:

a) Sexual Harassment: Any unwanted sexual attention including, but not limited to, sexually threatening or offensive behaviour.

b) Sexual Imposition: Non-consensual sexual touching

c) Sexual Assault: A non-consensual sexual act including, but not limited to unwelcome kissing of lips, mouth, breast or other body parts, touching of breasts or chest, buttocks, thighs, vagina, penis or other body parts other than under a medically necessary procedure, and vaginal penetration, anal penetration and oral sex. This category may be of a serious enough nature to be referred to the legal institutions of Ghana.

d) Rape: Forced, uninvited vaginal, oral or anal penetration by a male penis or any other object. This category is defined by Ghana law and, in most cases, will be referred to legal institutions for definition, clarification, verification and adjudication.

1.3.1 It is important to note that sexual harassment offences may be:

a) Verbal: including unwelcome remarks, suggestions and propositions, malicious gossip, jokes and banter or songs based on sex, race, age, able-bodied status, sexual orientation or gender.

b) Non-Verbal: offensive literature or pictures (hard-copy or digital), graffiti, text-messages or images on cell phones, offensive email, stalking, whistles or cat-calls.

c) Physical: including unnecessary touching, gestures or assault.

1.3.2 A Note on Mode of dress

Mode of dress has been cited as sexually harassing behaviour. However, although certain dress styles may be considered inappropriate or unacceptable or even irresponsible, dress style alone cannot be construed as an "unwelcome sexual advance". "Unwelcome sexual advance", as sexual harassment has been here defined, implies that the perpetrator deliberately and with aforethought, subjects another to demeaning, uncomfortable and/or uninvited sexually charged overtures, sometimes for transactional purposes. Though certain dress styles may appear provocative to some, and, although certain people feel that wearing such attire is done for purposes of harassment, we cannot assume that the wearer has harassment in mind. As, especially young people, are influenced by the styles of the day, it cannot be assumed, without verification, that the intention of the wearer is harassment, or is simply style, conformity, taste or culture.

The University of Cape Coast holds to the belief that it would undermine the integrity and educational agenda of an academic and democratic institution to curtail freedom of expression and of choice. The University believes that we are better served by educating males and females in making appropriate choices in both presentation and responses to matters of dress. Therefore, we do not believe that the matter of dress, as such, should be a part of the Sexual Harassment Policy, but rather should be a part of a broader educational agenda.
COMPOSITION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMMITTEE

2.0 Introduction

The sexual harassment committee is a neutral body whose main concern is the equitable resolution of cases of real or perceived sexual harassment. It serves the interests of all parties equally and functions to increase harmony and stability in the entire University of Cape Coast community.

This is not an adversarial committee. It does not serve as a court of law. Its goal is to contribute towards a work environment free from prejudice or discrimination where all members are allowed to pursue their employment and studies in a safe and supportive environment without fear of interference, by word or deed, based on their gender, sexuality, physical attributes, ethnicity, religion or political affiliation.

In light of the above, the committee shall strive to create an atmosphere of comfort and safety in the consideration of all cases. The seating arrangements and the demeanor of the committee members shall, at all times, serve to contribute to this quality of supportive disclosure in order to insure the outcome of truth, justice and fairness to all parties.

2.1 COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE

A seven member Sexual Harassment Committee shall be constituted as follows:

- Two teaching Senior Members
- One representative of undergraduate students
- One representative of graduate students
- One representative of FUSSAG
- One representative of TEWU
- One representative of GAUA
- One non-voting secretary

The committee shall be gender balanced

The Vice Chancellor shall appoint the committee

The committee shall serve a term of three years

2.2 FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE

The Sexual Harassment Committee shall:

- Receive complaints
- Investigate complaints
- Hold regular hearings on the merits of sexual harassment cases
- Make recommendations to the Vice-Chancellor
- Take responsibility for monitoring compliance
- Work with CEGRAD in helping to promote awareness of the policy and the relevant issues within the university community
Serve as sensitive and aware models for the understanding of sexual harassment issues and their ramifications

A sub-committee of three or four members taken from the seven, shall sit on any one case and the composition will reflect the status of the complainant (thus: one teaching Senior Member, one undergraduate rep, and one member of the appropriate constituency listed above, with the non-voting secretary). The chair of the committee shall sit on all cases.

As this is a mediation process and not a judicial matter, legal counsel shall not be allowed. Although a support person may accompany both the complainant and the accused, as the committee feels is appropriate, the support person may not be a professional. The committee is not a court of law and members are not trained legal practitioners. Therefore, to admit legal counsel, at this juncture, would prejudice the process and subvert the meaning of the entire mediation procedure, which is educational and supportive and not adversarial. If either party prefers legal action, they must take the case to the appropriate legal authority. However, the University, through this Sexual Harassment Committee, is authorized to make its own independent judgments and make its own recommendations, without recourse to the courts and without the appearance of legal counsel in any of its proceedings.

2.3 OVERSIGHT OF COMMITTEE

Oversight responsibilities shall reside with the Centre for Gender Research, Advocacy and Documentation (CEGRAD)

CEGRAD shall:

- Monitor the activities of the committee
- Be responsible for the ongoing training of the committee members
- Receive a report each semester from the chair of the committee on their proceedings
- House the reports of the committee, particularly the original complaint report and the report on the final decisions of the committee and the Vice-Chancellor
- Be available for consultation and support on matters pertaining to committee issues when solicited by the chair of the committee

Six months prior to the termination of the committee, the Vice-Chancellor’s office shall be notified by CEGRAD. A new committee shall then be constituted by the Vice Chancellor of the University and shall begin its training. As a part of its training, members of the newly constituted committee may attend meeting hearings with the old committee upon that committee’s consent.

2.4 TRAINING OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND CONTACT PERSONS

All committee members shall receive training on the specifics of the sexual harassment policy, how to conduct interviews, sensitivity to gender issues, the nature and scope of what constitutes a sexually motivated offence, and other issues pertaining to gender, sexuality, relationships of asymmetrical power, and other relevant topics.
This training shall be done in conjunction with CEGRAD and shall also include contact persons who are likely to receive complaints, such as: HODs, Deans, Registrars, hall counselors and religious personnel
3.0 PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING

Any student or employee who perceives herself/himself to have been subjected to a sexually harassing experience or has been subjected to some retaliation following a sexual harassment incident, has the right to register a complaint. The University strongly encourages the prompt reporting of sexual misconduct. A delayed report may result in a dismissal of the complaint. To promote timely and effective review of cases, the University strongly encourages complainants to make reports within thirty (30) calendar days following the last occurrence of the behaviour giving rise to the report. The report may be made by:

1. A person who believes they experienced sexual harassment or misconduct
2. A person who has information that sexual misconduct may have been committed by a University student or worker.

The complaint may be either formal or informal. Complainants are encouraged to use the informal procedures in the first instance. In certain cases however, the formal procedure is strongly recommended.

Upon the implementation of a Sexual Harassment Hotline, all members of the community who have been, or know others who have been, subjected to sexual misconduct in any form, shall be mandated to report to the Hotline immediately.

3.1 The Informal Approach

A student or employee who feels that they have been a victim is encouraged not to ignore the situation or the offending person/persons. In the first instance, the recipient of harassment should register their protest to the person causing the harassment. If this is not possible for any reason or harassment continues despite the registration of protest, then the following steps are recommended:

FIRST: Seek advice. For students, it is recommended that you consult a Counsellor, your Hall Tutor, or the Dean of Students. University workers are advised to make reports of sexual harassment to their Union Representatives or the Counselling Centre.

Though you may find it helpful to seek support from a trusted colleague, you need to be aware of your interest in keeping the matter as confidential as possible. Keep notes of what happened, when, where, and who was present. Retain copies of any correspondence, relevant pictures mobile phone messages etc.

SECOND: Contact one of the following persons or offices who shall file an official report form:

a. Professional Counsellors in the Counselling Services Centre
b. A Hall Tutor
c. The Vice Chancellor, Registrar or Dean of Students
d. Your immediate supervisor or HOD or Dean
e. Designated Contact Person(s) of Centre for Gender, Research, Advocacy and Documentation, (CEGRAD)
f. Designated Contact Person(s) of The Sexual Harassment Committee Office
g. Union Representative.

THIRD: These individuals named above, shall provide confidential assistance / resources and guide the Complainant through the best process for resolving the problem. They shall be trained and shall listen and offer support, counsel and/or advice.

3.2 Possible Actions

Depending on the nature of the complaint, the Contact Person may suggest options of settlement without initiating further action from the University. These will include:

   a. The recipient of the harassment confronting the alleged perpetrator (offender)
   b. The Contact Person confronting the alleged perpetrator (offender)
   c. Bringing the two parties together and assisting in an appropriate intervention
   d. The Contact Person presenting a report to the Chairperson of the Sexual Harassment Committee.

3.3 Safety of Parties

If the complainant involved is in immediate danger, the Contact Person shall take the appropriate means to address the safety of the complainant. This may include visiting a clinic/hospital or the police station.

If a complaint cannot be resolved through the above options, or if, in the course of the Informal Procedure, the alleged offender is not cooperative, then the formal procedure is available.

3.4 Formal Procedure

The formal Procedure shall usually be embarked upon in the following instances:

   a. Where the alleged offender fails to cooperate in the informal procedure.
   b. Where informal mediation does not appear to stop the harassment.
   c. Where the alleged offender has several complaints against him/her.
   d. Where the immediate safety of the parties involved is at stake.
   e. Where the following types of harassment have occurred:
      i. Sexual Assault
      ii. Threat or coercion of sexual relations
      iii. Sexual contact which is not freely agreed to by both parties
      iv. Sex that may appear consensual but reflects unequal power relations and which provides avenues for the receipt of benefit, (such as sex or sexual contact between a Head of Department and a subordinate)

3.5 Contacting the Police

   a. In such circumstances as listed above, the Complainant will have the liberty to decide to make a formal police report. In the event that the Complainant chooses this option, the Contact Person and the Sexual Harassment Committee shall liaise with and fully cooperate with the Police.
3.6 Confidentiality

All information disclosed to the Sexual Harassment Committee shall remain confidential to the extent permitted by law and University policy. Discussions with any representative of any office such as The Dean of Students or a Union leader will not be considered a report to the University regarding the reported misconduct.

It must be emphasized that CONFIDENTIALITY is crucial to the entire sexual harassment mediation procedure. There must be no excuse for any member of the committee, contact persons, University administration, support persons, or any other interested party, to violate the confidentiality of any of the participants in the process.

3.7 The Sexual Harassment Committee’s Response

Once the Sexual Harassment Committee receives notice of possible sexual misconduct:

1. The complainant will be offered appropriate confidential support and other resources and notified of applicable institutional policies. These will include Medical and Counselling services.
2. The University will take appropriate steps to prevent and/or address retaliatory conduct following a report.
3. If requested, other participants in the process (such as witnesses) may also be offered appropriate support services and information.
4. The Committee may implement some immediate interim intervention as may be appropriate. This may include separation of the complainants and respondents living situations. Such intervention(s) may be kept in place until the end of the review or appeal process.

3.8 Guidelines

The Sexual Harassment Committee will respond to all reports in a prompt, thorough, procedurally fair and effective manner. Upon receipt of a report, the committee will strive to complete its review as soon as possible, but not later than 21 working days from receiving a relevant request.

The following guidelines shall apply:

1. The complainant shall formally request to the Sexual Harassment Committee to take further action.
2. The Sexual Harassment Committee shall notify the alleged offender that the matter is being taken further, and that it may result in disciplinary action.
3. The Sexual Harassment Committee shall initiate separate investigatory meetings with the complainant and the alleged offender to attempt to resolve the matter, unless both the complainant and the alleged offender agree to a joint meeting being convened.
4. Any person (complainant or respondent) participating in the process may have a counsellor/support person (other than a lawyer) present at any meeting related to the review of the reported sexual misconduct, provided the person meets with the approval of the Committee.

3.9 Investigation Findings and Outcome Notification

The Committee shall prepare a written report at the conclusion of an investigation. The following shall be adhered to:

1. The Sexual Harassment Committee shall within seven days of the close of hearing write a draft report of the outcome of the investigations, including any recommendations made or sanctions imposed.
2. The Committee’s draft report shall contain:
   i. a summary of the Complainant’s allegations;
ii. a summary of the Respondent’s statements in response to the allegations;
iii. a description of the relevant information provided by witnesses or obtained from documents including comments submitted in response to the draft report, and
iv. the Committee’s analysis and findings.

3. A Complainant or Respondent will be given the chance to comment about their own statement or the investigation summary provided. They will have to respond not later than five (5) calendar days after being given the invitation by the Sexual Harassment Committee to do so.

4. Following the receipt of any comment made, the Committee will address any identified factual inaccuracies or misunderstandings as appropriate and make a final determination.

5. The Committee’s final written report shall be sent to the Vice-Chancellor and shall contain, but may not be restricted to the following:
   i. A summary of the investigation
   ii. The Committee’s findings
   iii. A summary of the Committee’s rationale in support of the findings and
   iv. Recommendations and Interventions

6. The Vice-Chancellor shall study the report and the recommendations of the Sexual Harassment Committee and make final decisions on the recommendations.

3.10 Appeals Procedure

In the event that the complainant or the alleged offender is aggrieved with the outcome of the investigations and/or the action to be taken, she/he has a right to appeal within seven days. In reviewing the case, the Vice-Chancellor, as the final arbiter, shall call for such information as she/he shall deem necessary. The Vice-Chancellor shall as soon as possible but not later than twenty-one (21) working days, review the case and render a decision.

3.11 Sanctions

If the Respondent is found responsible for the reported misconduct, the University shall initiate a sanctioning process designed to eliminate the misconduct, prevent its recurrence and remedy its effect while supporting the University’s mission and vision obligations. These sanctions should also serve to promote safety and deter students, workers and faculty from similar future behaviour.

Sanctions, specifically designed for each unique case, that may be imposed by the Sexual Harassment Committee and/or, the Vice-Chancellor shall include, but are not limited to, the following:

3.11.1 Apology: A written statement of one’s regrets, remorse, or sorrow for having sexually harassed or another to the Complainant and copied to the Vice-Chancellor and the Sexual Harassment Committee.

3.11.2 Formal Reprimand: A formal notice that the Respondent has violated University policy on sexual harassment and that future violation may be dealt with more severely.

3.11.3 Educational Project: Completion of a project specifically designed to help the Respondent understand why certain behaviour was inappropriate and to prevent its occurrence.
3.11.4 Relocation of the Offender: The Respondent will be relocated to another Department/Section. Transfer or Removal from University Housing: Placement in another room or housing unit or removal from University housing either temporarily or permanently.

3.11.5 No Contact: Restriction from entering specific University areas such as Hall(s) of Residence and/or from all forms of contact with certain persons.

3.11.6 Suspension: Separation from the University for a specified period of time or until certain conditions are met.

3.11.7 Expulsion: Permanent separation from the University.

3.11.8 Referral to appropriate law enforcement body: These would include the DOVVSU, CHRAJ.

3.11.9 Withholding of Promotion or Termination of Employment: This would apply to University workers.

3.11.10 Rustication or Expulsion or Dismissal and/or Withholding of Results: This would apply to students.

3.12 Support and follow-up of survivors of sexual harassment

Once a sexual harassment complaint has been made by any member of the University community, the individual shall be assigned a counselor who will support the complainant throughout the entire procedure. This shall be done in collaboration with the sexual harassment committee and shall be supervised by CEGRAD. The Sexual Harassment Committee, in collaboration with CEGRAD and the Counseling Centre, shall be responsible for support of the survivor for as long as all parties deem necessary. This follow-up support may take the form of counseling, a health care referral or referral to an appropriate spiritual or religious leader. In no instance shall the survivor be left to cope with the ramifications of the harassment incident without appropriate support.

3.13 Responsibility of the University for Swift Execution of the Recommendations of the Sexual Harassment Committee and the Vice-Chancellor

The University of Cape Coast shall be responsible for assuring immediate adherence to any disciplinary actions recommended by the Committee and the Vice-Chancellor. CEGRAD, in its capacity as advisory to the process, shall have a watchdog function to ensure that there is follow-up and swift compliance with the agreed upon recommendations.
APPENDIX B

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE COAST
SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINT FORM
(CONFIDENTIAL)

A. COMPLAINANT'S PROFILE
NAME: ............................................................... AGE:........
CELL PHONE & EMAIL: ........................................................................
STATUS: STUDENT/NON-STUDENT/(OTHER)........................................
ADDRESS/DEPARTMENT/HALL:................................................................
........................................................................................................
POSITION/REGISTRATION No. & LEVEL:...................................................
DATE(S) & TIME(S) OF INCIDENT(S):.....................................................

B. ALLEGED PERPETRATOR'S PROFILE
NAME: ............................................................... AGE:........ CELL PHONE &
EMAIL: .................................................................................................
STATUS: STUDENT/NON-STUDENT/(OTHER)........................................
ADDRESS/DEPARTMENT/HALL:................................................................
POSITION/REGISTRATION No. & LEVEL:...................................................

C. RELATIONSHIP WITH ALLEGED PERPETRATOR
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................

D. DESCRIPTION/NATURE OF COMPLAINT
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE INCIDENT(S) IN THE BOX BELOW. YOU MAY ADD
AN ATTACHMENT

E. PREFERRED (IMMEDIATE) OPTIONS
Medical attention ☐ Police report ☐
Legal action ☐ Professional counseling ☐
Notify family member ☐ Other ☐

F. ANY OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION (such as details of any previous report(s) made):
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................

G. CONFIRMATION
I confirm that the information provided on this firm is a true reflection of what happened to me
and I also subject myself to investigation by the Sexual Harassment Committee for the facts to be
verified an appropriate action(s) taken.

SIGNATURE OF COMPLAINANT ............................................................
Date:...................................................
SIGNATURE OF RECEIVING OFFICER ......................................................
Date:...................................................
APPENDIX C

PLEASE BE AWARE!
The University of Cape Coast is a
Non-Sexual Harassment Campus

This means that individuals on this campus shall engage in their academic activities free from:

- Uncomfortable sexually charged language
- Pictures or phone messages or computer messages of a sexual nature which are inappropriate for a work place
- Jokes or other humiliating comments made even if they are said to be funny or fun
- Comments made about one’s physical structure, which make you feel uncomfortable
- Uncomfortable and/or unwelcome touching
- Imposed sexual activity of any kind, even if the person suggests you like it
- Gestures which are unwelcome and can be considered sexual in nature
- Any actions that make you feel powerless, humiliated, uncomfortable or demeaned
- Activities by a superior suggestive of sexual activity which create discomfort
- The creation of a hostile, unfriendly, uncomfortable environment

Anyone engaging in such activities can be considered to have engaged in Sexual Harassment, which is NOT allowed at this University. If you, or anyone you know, experiences any of the above - OR ANYTHING SIMILAR - in the University of Cape Coast learning and working environment:

YOU MUST REPORT

You must confide in:

- Your Dean or HOD
- The Registrar of the University
- The Vice-Chancellor of the University
- Your immediate supervisor
- Your hall advisor
- The Counselling Centre
- CEGRAD
- Your union representative
- Any other trusted person.

You will not be held responsible.
You will not be blamed.
The person you report will not receive inappropriate punishment.
Your situation will be kept secret.
The situation will be investigated and handled with care and delicacy

Please help keep this campus a safe and comfortable environment for us all!

For a more complete discussion of Sexual Harassment or sexual misconduct, please refer to the full Sexual Harassment policy found in the Student Handbook, the Employees handbook and the University Statutes, 2013
INTRODUCTION

The Sexual Harassment Policy of the University of Cape Coast apply in its entirety to national and international staff, students and partners of the Africa Centre of Excellence in Coastal Resilience (ACECoR) project. This Addendum is developed to provide further insight into how the ACECoR project will handle and resolve cases of sexual harassment among staff, students and partners of the Centre. The Policy shall apply to incidents that occur both on and outside campus relating to activities of the Centre and the university.

CHAPTER ONE

DEFINITION

The definition of sexual harassment provided in the main policy hereby has been extended to include sharing private sexual materials of another person without consent. Private sexual material may include nude pictures, sex tapes and other pornographic materials of victims.

CHAPTER TWO

COUNSELLORS

In order to regularly and effectively train staff and students on sexual harassment issues, their effects on teaching, learning and research, as well as handle such cases swiftly, ACECoR shall be assigned a professional counselor from the Counseling Centre of the University. The Counselors shall have among others the following terms of reference.

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF COUNSELORS

- Receive complaints on sexual cases from staff and students of ACECoR
- Liaise with the sexual harassment committee to investigate the complaints
- Monitor resolution processes and evaluate the outcomes
- Document and report on sexual harassment complaints and findings to the Director of ACECoR and to the University’s sexual harassment committees.
CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING

Reports may be made via online to the assigned counselors.

CONTACTS FOR REPORTING SEXUAL HARASSMENT CASES

All ACECoR staff and students who have been, or know others who have been, subjected to sexual misconduct in any form, should report to the following:

COUNSELORS:
Contact link (on ACECoR website)
Telephone:

ASSISTANT REGISTRAR ACECoR:
Name: Mr. Ekow Attom Prah
Telephone: +233242188655
Email: ekow.prah@ucc.edu.gh

DIRECTOR:
Name: Prof. Denis W. Aheto
Telephone: +233242910056
Email: daheto@ucc.edu.gh

COUNSELLING CENTRE
Telephone: +233332134614
Office Location: Educational Foundation Building, South Campus

NB: The counselor will as a first step try to resolve the issue but where he/she is unable to resolve the issue informally, he/she shall formally report the case to the sexual harassment committee of the University. He/she shall liaise with the committee in investigating the issue and coming up with recommendations.
FALSE COMPLAINTS

Persons whose complaints are later found to be false or made maliciously without regard for truth shall be subjected to disciplinary action